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911 WTC Planes Videos Proven To Be Fake written by A Truth Soldier Here are my other 911 articles http://
danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2007/05/09/the-gray-plane-that-no-one-saw/ http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2010/09/22/halifax-nova-scotias-
connection-to-911/ http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2010/12/19/the-911-pentagon-light-pole-props-for-the-big-show/ http://
danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2011/11/25/911-wtc-planes-videos-proven-to-be-fake/ http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2010/04/22/how-to-rip-off-
your-lease-and-make-billions/ Please Check out AE911Truth Tour coming to towns across Canada Here is the Halifax facebook http://
www.facebook.com/911JusticeHalifax Volunteers needed A cross-Canada tour is being planned to educate the Canadian public about the evidence
about the destruction of three skyscrapers at the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. This tour is envisioned to traverse the continent from
the Pacific Coast to the Atlantic Provinces. AE911Truth Eleven City Tour http://www.facebook.com/pages/911-Justice-Canada/110478642338567
http://www.winnipegfortruthandjustice.blogspot.com/ http://911justicecanada.ca/ae911truth-tour/ here is the main site http://911justicecanada.ca/
This video and pictures will explain how the videos shown on television were faked First watch the video and then run the slideshow of the images
below. You will be amazed at what you did not notice when you look at the stills from the video. Then I am sure you will want to watch the video
again and see the obvious things you did not notice the first time. If you scroll way down, you will see stills from another video shows the missile
painted as a commercial aircraft used for the Pentagon 911 show. below the videos you can see and can download the still pictures from the video
CLICK ON FIRST IMAGE FOR FULL SIZED SLIDE-SHOW. Further down below the pictures you will find the full original video. Previously
published related article. http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2007/05/09/the-gray-plane-that-no-one-saw/ and do not miss these two 911 articles.
http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2010/04/22/how-to-rip-off-your-lease-and-make-billions/ http://danieltowsey.wordpress.com/2010/12/19/
the-911-pentagon-light-pole-props-for-the-big-show/ http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvXGyhGHfOc Here is another video that proves what was
used at WTC was not an airplane. THIS IS WHAT REALLY HAPPENED ON 9/11!!! 100% TRUTh Part 1 PART 2 SEPTEMBER CLUES :
Definitive Edition | 2008 (FULL VERSION) ACARS Confirmed – 9/11 Aircraft Airborne Long After Crash http://beforeitsnews.com/
story/1448/244/NL/ACARS_Confirmed_-_9_11_Aircraft_Airborne_Long_After_Crash.html CLICK ON FIRST IMAGE I highly recommend you
watch this video and follow the links to all the evidence of Nuclear Devices ( suitcase nukes) used to bring down the three WTC Buildings Dimitri
Khalezov 911 video – the most prohibited item on the web This is the intro to the most censored video on the web. and the powers that be DO NOT
want you to watch this If you want answers to the 911 mystery watch - ” Dimitri Khalezov – WTC Nuclear demolition “ for the full video go here :
http://www.disclose.tv/forum/dimitri-khalezov-wtc-nuclear-demolition-full-playlist-t21675.html for his Official website : http://www.dimitri-
khalezov-video.com/index.htm Dimitri Khalezov – WTC Nuclear Demolition 1 to 26 a groundbreaking interview of an ex officer of the Soviet
nuclear intelligence exposing the truth of the 9/11 events This Video series has been censored all through the web. * A synopsis of each part is posted
on the 1st reply to this post 9/11: The Third Truth – Dimitri Khalezov (1of2 Full) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNuKAdGlxFo (Part 1 of 2
Full) Amazing interview with Dimitri Khalezov, former Nuclear Intelligence officer of the Soviet Union. Because of the Peaceful Nuclear
Explosions Treaty of 1976 between the USA and the former USSR and Dimitri’s military role in the USSR’s Nuclear Intelligence division, Dimitri
had certain knowledge of the WTC demolition schema, which was required to obtain the original WTC building permit in New York (i.e. NY did not
issue a building permit without submitting a demolition schema). Dimitri uses his insider information combined with his military background to
explain the events of 911 in depth. He leaves no 911 question unanswered. In Part 1, Dimitri explains: - Dimitri Khalezov background - Planes and
explosions - Pentagon mentioned (explained fully in Part 2) - Nuclear detonations explained - WTC1 & WTC2 nuclear demolition
—————————————————— Support Evidence for Dimitri’s Testimony http://ac31.blogspot.com/2011/09/support-ing-evidence-for-
dimitri.html —————————————————— 9/11 – Who did it? – Dimitri Khalezov 1) Dimitri interview where he identifies the
perpetrator: http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_154.htm “The man who planned 9/11, his name is Mike Harari (now
82 or 83 years old) who is a retired counterintelligence specialist and former Deputy Chief of the Mossad ….” 2) Excellent interview with Jim Fetzer
where Dimitri discusses Mike Harari and why Mike wanted to meet Dimitri: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1H4Vig_snwQ
—————————————————— Part 2 of 2 is here: http://www.youtube.com/anthonyc31?v=c39O-ftZboU http://www.youtube.com/
anthonyc31?v=c39O-ftZboU Discussion on Alex Jones/Prison Planet that got me BANNED: http://www.scribd.com/doc/55786486
—————————————————— Edits to original interview include: - combined 26 parts into 2 parts (2 hours each) - sped up the video
by 20% (kept it slow where you have to read) - increased the volume - changed the background music - chopped off the bumper music between clips
- Content: added 10 minutes of support material from: 911 Coincidences regarding WTC7 (lady commentator), Alex Jones/Mancow discussing
Rumsfeld interview and his denial of knowing anything about WTC7, support material about 900+ rescue workers (out of 10,000) getting sick with
cancer, and an interview with the chopper cameraman that filmed “Nose Out” video claiming he did not see a plane himself - Content: removed the
FBI section at the beginning because it delayed getting to the good information Original 26 part interview can be found here along with all evidence
presented: http://www.911-truth.net 9/11: The Third Truth – Dimitri Khalezov (2of2 Full) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c39O-ftZboU
Uploaded by anthonyc31 on May 6, 2011 (Part 2 of 2 Full) Amazing interview with Dimitri Khalezov, former Nuclear Intelligence officer of the
Soviet Union. Because of the Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty of 1976 between the USA and the former USSR and Dimitri’s military role in the
USSR’s Nuclear Intelligence division, Dimitri had certain knowledge of the WTC demolition schema, which was required to obtain the original
WTC building permit in New York (i.e. NY did not issue a building permit without submitting a demolition schema). Dimitri uses this insider
information combined with his military background to explain the events of 911 in depth. He leaves no 911 question unanswered. In this Part 2,
Dimitri explains: - WTC 7 - Ground Zero definition - Pentagon missile attack in detail - Seismic readings - 911 media manipulation - F93 crash in
Shanksville, PA - Cell phone calls - Hijackers - 911 rescue workers and illness - Ground Zero cleanup ——————————————————
Support Evidence for Dimitri’s Testimony http://ac31.blogspot.com/2011/09/support-ing-evidence-for-dimitri.html
—————————————————— 9/11 – Who did it? – Dimitri Khalezov 1) Dimitri interview where he identifies the perpetrator: http://
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_911_154.htm “The man who planned 9/11, his name is Mike Harari (now 82 or 83 years old)
who is a retired counterintelligence specialist and former Deputy Chief of the Mossad ….” 2) Excellent interview with Jim Fetzer where Dimitri
discusses Mike Harari and why Mike wanted to meet Dimitri: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1H4Vig_snwQ
—————————————————— Part 1 of 2 is here: http://www.youtube.com/anthonyc31?v=vNuKAdGlxFo http://www.youtube.com/
anthonyc31?v=vNuKAdGlxFo Another excellent interview is with Jim Fetzer where Dimitri explains “who did it” and why the culprits became
interested in meeting with him. The entire interview is excellent but Part 10 is where Dimitri discuss “who did it”: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1H4Vig_snwQ —————————————————— Discussion on Alex Jones/Prison Planet that got me BANNED: http://
www.scribd.com/doc/55786486 —————————————————— Edits to the original interview include: - combined 26 parts into 2 parts
(2 hours each) - sped up the video by 20% (kept it slow where you have to read) - increased the volume - changed the background music - chopped
off the bumper music between clips - Content: added 10 minutes of support material from: 911 Coincidences regarding WTC7 (lady commentator),
Alex Jones/Mancow discussing Rumsfeld interview and his denial of knowing anything about WTC7, support material about 900+ rescue workers
(out of 10,000) getting sick with cancer, and an interview with the chopper cameraman that filmed “Nose Out” video claiming he did not see a plane
himself - Content: removed the FBI section at the beginning because it delayed getting to the good information Original 26 part interview can be
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found here along with all evidence presented: http://www.911-truth.net http://nucleardemolition.com/ http://nucleardemolition.com/GZero_
Report.pdf RIGHT CLICK SAVE AS http://www.dimitri-khalezov-video.com/ http://www.911-truth.net/ http://www.dimitri-khalezov-
video.com/911thology_Dimitri_Khalezov_video-DVD_download_links.htm 2011 Undeniable new 9/11 WTC DRONE PLANE PROOF (NOT UA
175) MILITARY PLANE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHHghW4Pg5k PROOF ‘PLANE’ WAS HOLOGRAM THAT HIT 9/11 http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ek-Q0T9wK2g Totally fake! But you would still believe it! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_i5v_vioaMU 911 is a
lie http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOX-sVyPu54 9/11 WTC – Biggest Gold Heist in History: ~ $300 Billion in Gold Bars http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIs9gtRBd20 Gold Of Nova Scotia Discovered At WTC 10/31/01 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2Uv0C3Q6BM
This picture is at WTC showing the small cruise missile engine on the ground. 2012 – NEWEST 9/11 DOCUMENTARY - PROOF 9/11 WAS AN
INSIDE JOB.mp4 Uploaded by Construuct on Jan 4, 2012 Thanks to “Xendrius” for another Outstanding Documentary ! http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jazdG3-ZETM


